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What Does Cyber

Insurance Cover?

 
 

Don’t be aware, Be smart 

 
Today, you must #BeCyberSmart. 

Cybercriminals aren't only interested in
data from big companies. They also
have their sights set on small
businesses because they know they
aren’t as likely to have the advanced
cybersecurity procedures in place that
big enterprises do. Some companies
skip out on top-notch security measures
assuming that cyber insurance will
cover their costs in the event of a
catastrophe. This simply isn’t true.
Strong cybersecurity measures are
necessary to safeguard your company
and are typically a requirement to
qualify for insurance coverage. Cyber
insurance is really meant to be a backup
plan for your cybersecurity in the event
of a breach. 

As a small business owner, you’re probably
wondering whether you need cyber
insurance. The simple answer is yes.
Cybercriminals are increasingly targeting
small businesses due to their lack of
enterprise-level protection. In the event of
a cyber incident, an insurance policy can
help your business recover financially.

 

Cyber insurance can be beneficial in many ways since it
typically covers the cost of:

· Recovering data
· Legal proceedings
· Notifying stakeholders about the incident
· Restoring the personal identities of those affected

Getting and keeping coverage can be difficult for a small
business to navigate on its own. By partnering with an IT
service provider like ACCi, you can not only prevent
incidents but also ensure compliance with your cyber
insurance provider's policy requirements, increasing your
chances of a payout in the event of an incident.

Please give us a call and we can help you determine what
your company needs.  
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How can i use my

calendar more

effectively? 

Start by sharing it with your

team, so they know when

you're free and when you

shouldnt be disturbed.  It

also makes it much easier

to schedule meetings if

everyone can see your

availability.  Save time by

using a voice assistant to

add tasks to your calendar

and to invite people to

meetings.  
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Do I need a
second monitor? That's a personal
preference.  It's interestingto know a second monitorhas the potential to saveeach person more than 2hours a day.  When set upcorrectly it allows you toseamlessly use multipleapplications and keepseveral documents openat once.

Is a passwordmanager really agood idea?Yes yes yes yes yes!  Theaverage person wastes12 days of their livessearching forpasswords.  That's notto mention the hugeextra levels of securityyou get from apassword manager.  

You probably already know about
the ongoing global chip shortage. 
 It's been a hot topic for over a
year now, affecting the
manufacture of everything from
computers to cars.  

And now it's affecting printer
cartridges.  

Many companies put chips in their
cartridges to detect toner levels,
and sometimes to stop you using
fake cartridges.  

Canon has recently been shipping
cartridges without chips.  Its put
instructions on its website to help
you clear error messages on the
printer.  They plan to return to
normal chipped cartridges as
soon as they can.  

We are still seeing supplies of
some hardware limited.  Be sure
to plan ahead when considering
replacing your IT equipment. 



Register for our NEXT Webinar!
Ethical Hacker / James Carroll 

Friend ZOwned: 
How your Hashtagging Got You Hacked

Sept. 14, 2022
12:00-1:00 pm

https://acci.com/events/
this webinar will be recorded

https://acci.com/webinars/
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some fun! 


